Rebound by distributor (with distributor ISBN)
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Purpose: Text-block rebound by distributor:
(Paw prints (B&T) ; Perma-Bound ; Bound-To-Stay Bound ; Kendal/Hunt ; Fitzgerald Books ;
Econo-Clad Book ; PFNL)

Generally, an original paperback cover (with publisher ISBN) that is removed. When rebound in
library binding the cover only carries the distributor ISBN.

1. Book has distributor name/ISBN & includes original t.p./publ. data
   Use cataloging record for the original text.
   Add 020 with qualifier for distributor in parentheses: (library binding : <distrib.name> ) .
   (AACR2 abbrev.: lib. bdg. )
   review instructions after OCLC implements 020$q)
   If needed add local 500 note: Rebound in hardback by <distrib.name>, <year>.
   Note: Also, enhance the OCLC record with distributor ISBN info.

2. Book has distributor name/ISBN & no other t.p./publ. data
   Use cataloging record for distributor as publisher.
   <[year]>). ??
   ?? Rebound text of work originally published in <year>

3. Book has distributor name/ISBN
   & includes t.p. with partial publication data for the current ed. (often lacks publication date)
   & includes additional data for the first/original publication of the book, but the book has since been
   published later by related/subsidiary publisher.
   Use cataloging record for the current publication data & use the "original" publication date (often the
   only date) for the 050 & 260.
   Accept the ISBN for the paperback edition (which is lacking on the piece-in-hand) from the OCLC
   record.
   Add 020 with qualifier (binding & distributor) in parentheses: (library binding : <distrib.name> ).
   Note: Also, enhance the OCLC record with distributor ISBN info.
   Do not add a 264: _2: distributor field for the rebound
   AACR2: Do not add a 260 $g subfield for the distributor issuing date (date from BIP/ Amazon).